Join the Center for Sustainable Infrastructure’s
Corporate Innovators Network
CSI’s Corporate Innovators Network—getting in on the ground floor
CSI is launching a new strategic partnership with leading Pacific Northwest companies who
work in the sustainable infrastructure space to advance groundbreaking policies and projects,
and who are growing the region into a powerhouse incubator of state-of-the-art infrastructure
solutions. We are inviting the first 20 companies to join the inaugural cohort of the CSI
Corporate Innovators Network. Join us!
We’ve identified your firm as one of the most innovative and forward-leaning companies in the
region, and believe your company is a great fit with CSI. We’d be honored to have you as part
of the ground-floor, inaugural cohort, that will shape CSI’s Corporate Innovators Network (CIN)
program to become a powerful force for building a thriving Pacific Northwest future.

Help Build the thriving PNW future we want

CSI provides local infrastructure decisionmakers with proven tools and cutting-edge
expertise to develop innovative, locally
tailored solutions that deliver bigger,
broader community benefits through
smarter infrastructure investment.

Leaders across the world recognize we can’t
stick with old infrastructure solutions that
lock us into costly and unhealthy outcomes.
By working together, we will create stronger,
healthier, and more resilient communities.

Working with PNW thought leaders,
CSI’s Blueprint Reports comprehensively
chart a transformative but pragmatic 20year vision to reimagine PNW’s
infrastructure investment.

CSI’s Top Priorities for 2022
CSI supports and accelerates
sustainable infrastructure
innovation and development
in the Pacific Northwest.
Our mission is to catalyze
state-of-the-art sustainable
infrastructure solutions that
help communities of every
kind thrive economically,
socially, and environmentally.

CSI is working to speed our transition to a future where economic vitality, community
strength, and environmental health go hand in hand in communities across our region. CSI’s
work takes a systems-based approach to infrastructure and economic development
challenges, to forge innovative, integrated solutions that offer much greater benefits than
conventional, single-solution approaches. Our 2022 projects include working to:
•
•

Forge strategic alliances to advance catalytic policies… for Industrial
Symbiosis, Value Planning, Clean Materials, and Renewable Hydrogen.
Spearhead breakthrough projects via the CSI Innovation Lab in the
next wave of 4-8 partner communities.

To join, please contact Rhys Roth: rhys@centerforsi.org

sustaininfrastructure.org

CSI’s New Corporate Innovators Network (CIN) - Purpose
CSI is launching a new strategic partnership with leading Pacific Northwest companies who
work in the sustainable infrastructure space. The goal of the CIN is to build a powerful and
informed network of companies dedicated to accelerating sustainable infrastructure
solutions. CSI is forming the CIN to:
Coalesce a powerful voice to support catalytic policies, proven best practices, and
breakthrough projects that accelerate sustainable infrastructure innovation and
development in the PNW.
Secure financial support for CSI’s capacity to host this powerful voice and advance this
work.
Elevate CSI’s visibility among businesses in the infrastructure space as the PNW’s go-to
‘think and do’ tank for sustainable infrastructure.
Bring other innovative companies to the Corporate Innovators Network.
Strengthen CSI’s impact by bringing new talent, energy, relationships, and expertise
from the Network and like-minded businesses into CSI’s initiatives.
CSI’s inaugural CIN cohort of companies will work together to help us build a dynamic,
growing movement of industry innovators, who together advance cutting-edge community
infrastructure solutions, integrated economic development strategies, and smart policies
that accelerate triple-bottom-line solutions to build the kind of future we all want.

Why Join?
You’re Invited: 2022 Inaugural Cohort
o Join with peer companies in an exclusive network of Northwest firms at the forefront of sustainable infrastructure
innovation, a diverse interdisciplinary network of companies spanning key product and service categories.
o Tap this peer network to cultivate valuable new contacts, collaborative relationships, and business partnerships.
o Help shape triple-bottom-line policy initiatives and support PNW leadership in sustainable infrastructure innovation.
o Learn about leading-edge projects, ideas, and possibilities – and share your insights and expertise – at the forefront of
sustainable infrastructure innovation.
o Build brand exposure and recognition as an innovation leader.
o Get in on the ground floor and help CSI build the network into an effective, high-value, growing partnership of companies.

How does our company join the 2022 CIN Inaugural Cohort?
Each of the 20 companies in the 2022 CIN cohort will be asked to make these three commitments:
1. Assign a creative leader from your company to help shape and grow the CIN as a powerful force
in the years ahead.
2. Actively support CSI’s broad goals to accelerate sustainable infrastructure innovation in the
Pacific Northwest.
3. Make a $5,000 contribution as Inaugural CIN member for 2022.

To join, please contact Rhys Roth: rhys@centerforsi.org

sustaininfrastructure.org

